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For years the federal government has sought to remotely control human behavior. Starting with the

CIA projects MKULTRA and MKSEARCH in the 1950s, the American public has been unwitting

guinea pigs in a multitude of non-consensually performed experiments that have continued into the

21st century. Guinea Pigs takes readers on a journey into the darkest corners of U.S.

non-consensual experimentation and the various technologies of control that have led to our current

surveillance state. The recent revelations regarding the extent of NSA eavesdropping is only the tip

of the iceberg. We are currently in an information war and a mind war, where our privacy and

autonomy as human beings are at stake. Guinea Pigs will arm you with the information needed to

fight back against those who seek to eliminate human free will. Over the coming years, terms like

"remote neural monitoring," "brain-mapping," and "electronic harassment" will become household

words. To be one step ahead of the game, be prepared for the future with Guinea Pigs. Born in San

Antonio, Texas, home of the Alamo, John Hall is a physician who considers writing his second

profession. "Knowing the United States government's dismal track record with regard to

experimenting on the public without informed consent, the sheer number of people voicing identical

complaints of electronic harassment, and surveillance had to be explored logically." Publisher's

website: http://sbprabooks.com/JohnHall
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Dr. Hall's non-experiencer view of our "TI" experiences is fluent, well-researched, accurate and well

worth the read as a learning tool in coping with the New Generation of mind control weapons. I may



not always agree with political views expressed, but thank him for his courage in reporting this new

Mass Control weapon being used as a political and behavioral control "assist" all over America (and

world-wide).. Word is slowly getting out that the "Crazies" reporting any of this, aren't , because of

authors like him.

The truth finally written by an authority with support. The truth will set the TIs free.

This book is a must read, especially for mental health professionals. I was a victim of nonconsential

experimentation starting with LSD and hypnosis inthe early 60s when I was still a child and

unaware. Then in the 80s and 90s came survellience, organized stalking and auditory harassment.

This was before knowledge of tracking devices and satellite technology were well known. As a

survivor of something that did not make much sense for years, it was validating to have the events

explained logically and chronologically. I was urged to research for ourselves and our children.

Although I am more of a liberal that a libertarian, I believe the government has a moral responsibility

to uphold the constitution and respect individual and human rights. In more uncertain political times

of today, this book is more important than ever to read.

Dr. Hall gave a detailed and very factual description of organized stalking in chapter six and of

Targeted Individuals in chapter eight. In chapter seven the information on directed energy weapons

gave significant clues to how these systems are used against citizens. However I am still looking for

a detailed description on how unseen microwave generators are interfaced with surveillance

systems and can harass and damage Targeted Individuals wherever they are. This book can be

used by Targeted Individuals to convince doubters about the atrocities of nonconcensual

experiments.Tim McKee

It's frightening to think we have been and probably still are being experimented on by the

Government we trusted!

This book has some very important information about mind control technologies but is bloated with

too much political ranting. I understand that the author wants us to see the bigger machinery of

control but it seems like he could have made a stronger case by telling more of the personal stories

of people who are under electronic/organized assault. Most of his political ruminations have been

done to death in other venues so I think would have been better if he stuck to convincing the



general public about the current dangers of these technologies and giving a more organized,

specific presentation with stories instead of just teasing us with limited information about the people

who contacted him. I wanted to recommend this book to some of my more naive acquaintances and

friends but I don't feel that I can because the nature of the presentation is too clouded by politics

and statism and might cause them to become more resistant to waking up to certain realities. If

anyone knows of a better book on this subject please let me know.

Everyone should read Guinea Pigs. Written with a lot of research, and documentation.......John Hall

is a very good source for those needing immediate understanding of their situation.

As one who is well aware of the government's use ofprescription and street drugs for mind,

population andother means of control of us, I am new to the electromagneticmeans of control. This

author is very convincing of thesenon-consensual acts on the human population. It is gettinglate in

the evil game and a blow up is near...
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